
18 Finest Minecraft Server Hosting For Everyone
 

The craze for video games never seems to cease.
 

Particularly when a deadly virus is on the free, and we are compelled to remain in our homes.

A beautiful option to get pleasure from your time while not working might be taking part in

video video games. With a sea of video games accessible, Minecraft differentiates itself from

the rest as a result of interactive offerings that keep individuals hooked on it.
 

You possibly can say, Minecraft is like Super Mario of this generation.
 

Let’s put a light on this interesting and fashionable sport.
 

What exactly is Minecraft?
 

Minecraft isn't just one other video sport; it is way more than that. It is an journey sport, also

called a “sandbox” video sport, which is created by Swedish developer Markus Persson and

Mojan Studios. The video recreation was released within the 12 months 2011, and since then

its popularity is rising exponentially.
 

Minecraft allows the players to mine several blocks that they can use to construct 3D

constructions the best way they want. You get so many play modes - fight mode, exploration

mode, building mode, or a mix of various modes.
 

You'll be able to display your creativity while exploring, gathering assets, crafting these

cubes, and combating. Verge report says that Minecraft has already bought 200 million

copies and has over 126 million energetic players.
 

Enjoying Minecraft on your device requires a dedicated and secure server so you can get

better management of the game and larger customization choices. It additionally means that

you can host multiplayer sport modes without exhausting your computer assets.
 

Therefore, it is healthier to go for a specialized Minecraft server hosting platform instead of

constructing by your self.
 

Don’t just go by the words, read on to seek out why.
 

Improved performance 
 

No one desires to play on a sluggish game network.
 

With a specialized server internet hosting by your facet, you don’t have to worry about

different applications running in your gadget that can decelerate the gameplay. In addition to,

it may even not influence your useful resource utilization. Hence, you'll be able to get

pleasure from uninterrupted gameplay.



 

Higher control 
 

Having your game backed up by a strong server offers you better management of your

gameplay. The builders of Minecraft have constructed completely different mods and

software plugins to enhance the looks, tools and weapons, creatures and characters, and

other features of the sport. You possibly can management all features you want to keep in

your recreation and customize it the way in which you need.
 

Enhanced privateness and security 
 

Many hosting providers empower you with a control panel using which you'll control your

server to limit who's entering your server. Therefore, you can enjoy better privacy and get

pleasure from your game with out hassle.
 

You also get full community safety to mitigate online attacks like DDoS. So, you may get

pleasure from a safe community with out risking your knowledge.
 

Better uptime and low latency 
 

Specialized internet hosting suppliers possess international data centers. Hence, you get

your server hosted on your close by knowledge middle for higher uptime and low latency. A

lot of them also present server backups to preserve your knowledge in case something goes

improper.
 

Saving machine assets 
 

They offer excessive-performance CPUs and SSDs in the hosting plans. This fashion, you

don’t run wanting your gadget assets, which may influence your gaming efficiency by slowing

down your laptop.
 

Now, let’s find out some of the perfect Minecraft server hosting suppliers who may also help

multiply your gaming expertise.
 

Are you searching for a Minecraft server hosting at an inexpensive worth?
 

ScalaCube might help!
 

Get started by putting in 1000+ unique modpacks with only one click and arrange your server

instantly. It supports servers, together with Customary, PaperMC, Spigot, FTB, and some

extra. You may choose a customized Modpack with Forge and entry 13 mini-games, together

with SkyWars, TnTRun, Sponge, HungerGames, BuildBattle, and so forth.
 

The control panel additionally lets you create a Minecraft launcher along with a customized

forge server and edit your server and mod list. You can also change the design of the



launcher and let your gamers be a part of the server by your launcher.
 

The control panel is equipped with applications like PHP, MySQL, and Apache, in addition to

SSH, FTP access, and PHPMyAdmin. Their servers run on Ubuntu. They give you server

ROOT entry as nicely.
 

They've knowledge centers positioned throughout different continents, together with North

America, Europe, and Australia, and you have the flexibility of selecting the closest server to

your location. Therefore, it reduces latency and lets you entry the server faster for an

incredible gaming experience.
 

ScalaCube additionally gives DDoS protection and automatic backups to restore your

information. They provide free sub-area so all of the players can join simply to your server.
 

Apex Hosting
 

Creating a Minecraft server with Apex Internet hosting is easy and reasonably priced. You

simply want to pick out the server model and dimension, and they'll take care of deploying

your server in minutes. Additionally, you've the flexibleness to alter your bundle and server

version anytime.
 

Apex Hosting options a simple-to-use management panel - Multicraft, consisting of video

guides. They have implemented several modifications, which makes it easy to regulate your

account. Here, you possibly can easily access the console, edit configurations, manage files,

change the model of your server, and many others.
 

With 1-click Modpacks, you'll be able to set up the most effective plugins immediately. They

offer Xeon CPUs and excessive-velocity SSDs for better Transaction Processing System

(TPS) in addition to lag-free servers out there all the time.
 

Apex Internet hosting uses top-high quality naked steel servers along with tier-3 information

centers to offer the best video gaming expertise. They have 18 knowledge centers located

worldwide to facilitate lower latency for players on Java and Bedrock Edition. Their servers

utilize highly effective and newest hardware, making certain 99.9% uptime.
 

Enjoy games in a protected surroundings because Apex Internet hosting supplies DDoS

safety to safe your server from attacks. It may even mitigate up to 300 Gbps DDoS attacks to

protect your server and IP address. Additionally, you get automated backups to preserve

your knowledge.
 

Apex Hosting features a sub-domain name without cost that you can use along with your

server, eliminating the necessity to buy dedicated IPs. You additionally get MySQL and FTP

assist, use Sponge, Bukkit, Spigot, or Paper, play on plugins like Word Edit, Essentialsx, and

so forth., play mini-video games, and generate maps.
 



Sparked Host
 

Hosting your own Minecraft server for enjoyment or business purposes will be tough to

arrange. That’s why we right here at Geekflare recognize Sparked Host as one in every of

the simplest, most reasonably priced, and most highly effective solutions on the market.
 

After you buy a service, which starts as little as $1.00 a month, your server routinely sets up

for you. From there, you can immediately start playing via your Minecraft client or continue to

arrange the server to your liking with modpacks or plugins. It doesn't matter what you select,

our experience is that their trained support staff is always right there to help.
 

So, why do we recommend Sparked Host?
 

Nicely, it’s a no-brainer. They are the very best bang in your buck! Their servers use industry-

main hardware, which means your mission, whether it is simply beginning out or already has

a large player base, will run flawlessly on their platform. Simply be sure you select the

suitable plan to suit your wants. Moreover, they have amazing assets and documentation to

rise up and working in no time.
 

You would possibly still have some reservations: beginning a server is a giant task. There is

no such thing as a have to believe me to tell you ways great Sparked Host is, although. At

the time I am writing, they are rated 4.6 / 5 stars on Trustpilot! Not only that, but Sparked

Host guarantees “99.99% network” uptime, or you will be compensated by either time back

on their service or cash back. With reviews and guarantees like that, there isn't any solution

to go incorrect when buying from them.
 

Not convinced? Go check out their web site for more information.
 

BisectHosting
 

Two server homeowners started BisectHosting in 2012 to supply the easiest and best

supported Minecraft server hosting expertise within the trade.
 

With many Minecraft server varieties, plugins, and mods in existence, hosting Minecraft

servers can become extraordinarily overwhelming and difficult for brand spanking new users.

Because of this, since day one, BisectHosting’s focus has been on providing quick and

educated help with quick ticket turnaround instances day or night, allowing you to spend

more time taking part in with your pals as an alternative of troubleshooting your server.
 

When buying a server, you’ll be able to select from a whole bunch of preinstall options akin to

various versions of Vanilla, Paper, Spigot, Forge, and lots of of obtainable and up-to-date

modpacks from CurseForge, FTB, Technic, and others. If you modify your thoughts later, it’s

not a problem as what’s operating in your server can be shortly swapped at any time.
 

Once paid, your server is instantly arrange, and you’re given entry to BisectHosting’s highly



customized control panel, which includes automated modpack updates, drag and drop file

supervisor, and plenty of different instruments to make difficult tasks a breeze. Energy

customers will also be impressed with features comparable to an in-browser config editor and

customizable full server backups.
 

With Minecraft servers offered in 17 worldwide areas, you’ll ensure to seek out the proper

one for low latency play for you and your friends.
 

GPORTAL
 

GPORTAL affords Minecraft servers at an unbeatable price, with prompt setup and a Ram-

primarily based server model. Already during the booking process, you can select your

favourite from more than 250 modpacks and get the modpack pre-put in in your server. No

pointless or complicated settings are required.
 

If you wish to make your individual settings, their easy-to-use net interface gives you all the

freedom you need. You also get free FTP and MySQL access.
 

With regards to protecting server customers, they depart nothing to likelihood. They've

developed their DDoS protection and combined the protection from accomplice Corero.
 

They provide a 99.9% uptime on community and datacenter operations per SLA, which they

guarantee by maintaining two separate facilities at all main places, in other words, two

separate information centers. These are operated through ring connection and are moreover

supported by an extra network hub. GPORTAL community and data centers are operated by

themselves.
 

In case there's an issue or a query that needs to be answered, they provide 24/7 assist via

cellphone, ticket, forum, wiki, and e mail. You enjoy gaming, they take care of the rest.
 

Elevate your gaming expertise with the robust server internet hosting by GGServers. It

makes use of highly effective processors for higher efficiency. You get up to 4GHz included

in standard companies and up to 5GHz on premium.
 

GGServers supplies unmetered storage for SSDs and NVMe. It also has mudpack help, and

you may set up the server you want with just one click. You may have the flexibility to swap

server types and modpacks anytime you need them.
 

Various kinds of servers that GGServers supports are Java Edition, Bedrock Version,

PaperMC. Spigot, Twitch, FTB, Technic launcher, Forge, Bukkit, ATLauncher, Voids Wrath,

Pixelmon, and bungeecord.
 

If you're trying to find a completely configured server for launch, attempt plugin packs to play

Skyblock, Factions, and more. GGServers provide a personalized control panel of Multicraft

to help you manage your server with ease. Utilizing it, you will get complete access to FTP



information, chats, and your console.
 

GGServers has knowledge centers situated in 9 places together with
 

- Oregon, Montreal, Virginia within the USA 

- London, Helsinki, Frankfurt, and Roubaix in Europe 

- Singapore in Asia 

- Sydney in Australia
 

For server security, you get automated DDoS safety to mitigate threats online. It provides

24/7/365 technical support by way of support tickets or dwell chat.
 

Indifferent Broccoli
 

Indifferent Broccoli is a gamer-centric server internet hosting company. They make it simple

to host your Minecraft servers with their custom-built control panel and Discord integration.

Plus, they are relatively new to the effectively-established Minecraft hosting space, so they're

significantly centered on quality customer support.
 

Indifferent Broccoli’s two-day free trial and one-click on setup imply it’s a no-brainer to

provide them a try. You can begin crafting redstone circuits and shearing sheep in your

server earlier than that you must convey out your credit card.
 

Putting in modpacks can typically be a ache, but they want to make it as simple as possible.

In the event you run into any points, you possibly can reach their help staff through Discord

or email, and they’ll show you how to set up RLCraft, FTB, Pixelmon, or whatever mod you’d

like.
 

Indifferent Broccoli is greatest for players in North America and Europe, as that's where they

have server locations. They have each 64GB and 128GB machines to make sure RAM isn't

a lag-inducing concern for his or her prospects.
 

Give Indifferent Broccoli a attempt if you’re on the lookout for a pleasant, useful, and effective

server host in your Minecraft servers. They offer a two-day free trial, followed by $12 per 30

days for a 2GB Minecraft server.
 

XGamingServer
 

Attempt XGamingServer’s devoted Minecraft server hosting to explore blocky terrain, extract

raw materials, craft items, tools, and build constructions. There are numerous reasons why

choosing XGamingServer for the Minecraft server is helpful:
 

- It has no mounted sport slots because the server is designed for performance. 

- The quickest activation process lets you utilize the server inside 5 minutes of inserting an

order. 



- An intuitive management panel is designed so that you can have easy management over

your recreation servers. The panel comes with many useful features to make your gameplay

more enjoyable.
 

What’s extra?
 

You will get automatic cloud backups to secure your recordsdata, an improved file manager,

together with one-click on launch of SFTP and MySQL databases. In other words, you will

have full control over your server.
 

After studying various vulnerabilities of different online games and assault strategies,

XGamingServer has developed excellent safety towards DDoS assaults. You'll get high-

performing servers and available machines to experience multiplayer games.
 

XGamingServer uses Intel i7 6700k/7700k that offers a robust efficiency and gives a

bandwidth of not less than 15 Mbps. Moreover, it also uses AMD Ryzen 7 3700X that gives

better control and energy.
 

Get the server at simply $8/month and take a take a look at drive of the dedicated servers for

2 days.
 

Shockbyte has been providing hosting companies for Minecraft since 2013 and has a strong

repute in the community. All their internet hosting plans support Java and Bedrock Version

fully up-to-date. Install its companies with 1-click on and enjoy the automated update.
 

The supported server variations are CraftBukkit, Spigot, Forge, BungeeCord, Sponge,

Snapshots, and Vanilla, along with Bedrock Devoted Server, NukkitX, and PocketMine-MP.

All the servers assist multiple mod packs reminiscent of Feed-The-Beast, ATLauncher,

Technic, and extra.
 

You possibly can change your plans, plugins, mods, and server kind whenever you need,

without losing your settings. Shockbyte is suitable with MCPE and MCPC, includes a Java

Version Switcher, and support for custom JAR.
 

Your gameplay turns into more fascinating because it provides you a color-coded console,

DDR4 RAM for fast efficiency, Multicraft CP, highly effective CPU, and job scheduling

options. You also get limitless bandwidth and SSD storage, decrease latency 1 Gbps port,

DDoS protection, free sub-area, and limitless slots.
 

SomethingHost
 

Built by avid gamers for gamers. SomethingHost is an reasonably priced Minecraft server

hosting supplier. With their custom management panel named SomethingCP, they'll ensure

that you get a prime-notch Minecraft hosting experience.
 



You'll be able to simply deploy your very own Minecraft server for lower than 1€/month and

get began in 5 minutes. They assist all the most important modpacks and Minecraft server

sorts, corresponding to Spigot, BungeeCord, PaperMC, and all of the Minecraft plugins.
 

With the assistance of their awesome help group, they'll aid you with any questions or issues

that you've got!
 

With the automated backups, their high reliability, and low cost pricing, and 14-days refund

window you can’t go unsuitable! Start using SomethingHost at the moment in your Minecraft

server, starting from €0.99/mo!
 

Hostwinds
 

Hostwinds provides affordable Minecraft VPS internet hosting that is designed by preserving

your requirements as the baseline. Select from numerous CPUs, completely different

storage, various RAM, bandwidth, and take cost of your server. It uses high-quality CPU

cores and high-finish SSDs to supply a seamless gaming experience.
 

Get impeccable network efficiency with Minecraft Internet hosting as lengthy you play without

dealing with downtimes or lag. Whereas ordering your server, you're going to get some

features alongside together with your order corresponding to solid-state drives, 99.9999%

uptime, 1Gbps ports, customized ISO’s, friendliness assure, multiple locations, enterprise

firewall, and extra.
 

You're going to get full management of the server configurations and settings so that you've

solely personalised gameplay. You may also invite gamers to create a multiplayer

surroundings. You're going to get McMyAdmin as the control panel in your servers. It also

offers an intuitive and simple-to-use interface that permits you to customise your server

shortly with much less effort.
 

Order your server now at a starting worth of $4.99/month and get 1 CPU, 1GB RAM, 30GB

storage, and 1TB bandwidth.
 

PebbleHost
 

PebbleHost is one more finances hosting option for Minecraft. In its commonplace plan, it

gives a excessive-performing CPU, Xeon at 3.7 GHz together with DDR4 reminiscence, 250

Mbps uplink, enterprise-grade SSDs, and unlimited slots.
 

Its knowledge centers are available in the major location of North America and Europe. To let

you enjoy nonstop gameplay, they empower you with enterprise-level hardware, sub-user

assist, Java eight support, activity scheduling, and subdomain creator for free. Minecraft

server list 
 

The effortless management panel is stable and easy to make use of. Leverage it to begin,

https://serverlist101.com/minecraft-servers/
https://serverlist101.com/minecraft-servers/


restart, or stop servers, run commands from the console, handle plugins, track usage, auto

reboot, and many more. You get MySQL database free of charge along with full entry to FTP.
 

For enhanced privacy and security, PebbleHost affords 2-issue authentication, built-in firewall

supervisor, and DDoS safety. They constantly update their modpacks and add new ones

repeatedly. At current, it supports modpacks with a number of versions, together with

CurseForge, FTB, Forge, SpongeForge, and Technic.
 

PebbleHost contains three forms of plans: Budget, Premium, and Extreme. The price range

plan starts at $3/quarter for 1 GB, premium begins at $2.25/month for 1 GB and has a further

knowledge heart in Australia.
 

The Excessive plan features a devoted CPU, precedence assist, and lets you control your

server fully.
 

SeekaHost
 

Playing Minecraft on the excessive performing servers of SeekaHost is enjoyable. Get

started and play quickly with multiple players. Their highly effective CPUs are outfitted with

up to 6 GB RAM, and as much as 5 GHz improve your gameplay.
 

Their servers have either NVMe or SSD storage, and in addition they present unmetered

utilization included in all of their plans. Create your server in considered one of their data

centers located globally for low latency.
 

SeeksHost provides a number of Minecraft server sorts and modpacks which you could

install with just a click. You too can leverage Bedrock Version, Java Version, Spigot, and

many extra that they continually add. Their anti-DDoS answer is geared up in all of the

servers for protecting you in opposition to on-line assaults.
 

Their skilled tech help is available on a regular basis in case you need assistance for your

server internet hosting or any other technical issues by means of a help ticket and dwell chat.

The plans begin at $2/month for 1GB RAM and 12 player slots.
 

RAMShard
 

The uncommon mixture of discovering a excessive-quality Minecraft server hosting at an

inexpensive worth is feasible with RAMShard. It provides limitless slots, storage, and disk

house in all of its plans.
 

With their knowledge centers located in North America, Europe, Oceania, and South-East

Asia, they deliver excessive-pace servers for people across the world. For efficiency, they

supply NVMe and SSDs, 1 Gbps uplink, and enterprise-grade hardware.
 

RAMShard empowers you with a Multicraft 2.Zero management panel so you may manage



your account simply. In addition. They offer you the option to schedule your duties together

with leveraging the MySQL database for free.
 

You get DDoS safety, full entry to FTP, free sub-area, and assist for customized JAR. Get

began with Minecraft in no time using its 1-click on installer.
 

GTXGaming
 

GTXGaming is a premier host for Minecraft servers. They have built their control panel by

specializing in features and options, making it simpler to use by inexperienced persons.

Additionally, it supplies superior instruments for skilled players.
 

They provide Intel CPU range from powerful E3 processors to the most recent i7 or i9 CPUs.

In addition, they've included the newest and powerful AMD Ryzens. You will also get the

benefit of switching from Minecraft to any sport server that GTXGaming hosts.
 

GTXGaming covers almost your complete globe, including many cities from the USA,

London, Spain, Sweden, Australia, Germany, and lots of more data middle places. All their

data centers are protected from DDoS assaults to make it safer for customers.
 

You'll be able to set up Spigot and Craftbukkit by way of the mod supervisor with a single

click. In case you don’t discover any variations, you can ask GTXGaming’s specialists to

install them for you. Moreover, get full FTP access for seasoned gamers.
 

Moreover, you will have full control of the game server by the superb net interface. Elegant

sliders and drop-down menus additionally assist you to in pleasantly configuring the server.

And skilled players can make the most of textual content editors to configure the server

manually.
 

Nodecraft
 

Getting began with Nodecraft for Minecraft server hosting is simple. Its customized interface -

NodePanel 2 is the rationale behind its ease-of-use, simplicity, and cell-friendliness. You may

swap and save any one of many 28 video games they offer without limitations on the slots.
 

Create your modded server, change configurations, and install plugins and modpacks

effortlessly. You may even access its software from your smartphone. There are 100+ mod

packs obtainable on the panel for you to select from Forge, Sponge, Spigot, and more.
 

Simply keep on taking part in your game and rest assured Nodecraft is there to handle the

upkeep part by automating updates. Say no to crashes and lags as a result of Nodecraft

does not overload your servers as it allows as much as 12 customers on a machine.
 

Therefore, you'll be able to shortly leverage CPU cores, RAM, and disk IOs. They give you

3.3+ GHz Xeon CPUs, 32 GB ECC RAM, enterprise-level 240 GB SSDs, and enterprise-



degree exhausting disks. Their network is dependable as they protect it with DDoS protection

and a 1 Gbps uplink.
 

The complete infrastructure of Nodecraft is built on a Linux ecosystem for higher stability,

efficiency, and security. They've thirteen knowledge centers situated globally, including 4

within the United States, 1 in South America, 4 in Europe, and 4 in Asia-Pacific.
 

You might have the flexibleness to whitelist your players for further security. You can even

swap different video games when you are feeling like it without extra price. Its pricing begins

at $9.98/month.
 

Get began and operating inside minutes by utilizing the server hosting by MCProHosting for

Minecraft, one of the leading platforms established in 2011.
 

With MCProHosting, you would not have to fret about storage as they offer unrestricted disk

area along with different resources for delivering the absolute best gaming experience.

Expand your usability as a result of they have developed their Android and iOS cell functions.
 

Hence, you may control your server straight from your smartphones. MCProHosting

guarantees 99.99% uptime, so you don’t have to get pissed off throughout your gameplay.

They've 21+ information centers positioned across the globe, such as Asia, Europe, and

North America, for excellent performance no matter your bodily location.
 

Their server fleet leverages premium hardware consisting of E5-2600 series of dual

processors, Samsung SSDs, and DDR4 RAM. Don’t worry about your information as

MCProHosting supplies each day backups robotically at no further price. Even for those who

need a file six months old, they cowl you.
 

Its Minecraft Bedrock Version is accessible at a beginning price of $1.49/month.
 

Vultr
 

Get more flexibility to customize and set up mods on Minecraft while Vultr takes care of the

cloud server setup, which may be deployed in just one click. The servers are made for

performance and you'll sit back figuring out your subsequent Minecraft internet hosting won’t

find yourself lagging in any respect.
 

Vultr has 17 completely different server places, including:
 

- Singapore 

- Los Angeles 

- Amsterdam 

- London 

- Frankfurt 

- Sydney 



- Toronto
 

The rationale why this service has a good identify and is most popular oftentimes is that it

places loads of emphasis on performance stability and general convenience of use. Their

highly effective API, SSDs, custom ISO, and Intel CPU provides you an unmatched

experience amongst the group. You can host your Minecraft server on Vultr in lower than

three minutes. Click right here to know the details.
 

Video games are by no means-ending affairs. Minecraft is certainly one of the most well-liked

video video games accessible on the market, which is enjoyable, and it embarks your

creativity as well. However if you want to play it with none trouble, the above-mentioned

server internet hosting suppliers can assist you to get the gameplay delight that you simply

yearn for!


